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ATHENS: Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras on
Wednesday survived a confidence vote after a
row over a landmark name deal with Macedonia
sunk his four-year coalition. A total of 151 lawmak-
ers supported Tsipras’ government out of 299
present, including several independent MPs, the
official count showed. “Parliament today gave a
vote of confidence to stability (and) the effort to
regain the country’s international credibility,”
Tsipras told reporters after the vote.

“To a government which has already
changed Greece and will continue until the
completion of its constitutionally-mandated
term,” he said. Despite the victory, the subse-
quent fate of Tsipras’ government-and whether
he will complete his four-year term which ends
in September-is far from certain. The PM now
faces an immediate challenge to also push
through parliament the controversial name deal
with neighboring Macedonia, which has
sparked protests in both countries.

In a speech to parliament on Tuesday, the 44-
year-old leftist leader insisted his government “has
another nine months and very important tasks to
carry out,” pointing to elections in October.
Among his goals are a revision of the constitution,
a minimum wage increase and the completion of a
property deal with the church that was recently
blocked by senior bishops.

“We do not seek (the support of) 151 lawmak-
ers just to complete our term, but in order to carry
out specific political initiatives,” government
spokesman Dimitris Tzanakopoulos told Open TV

on Wednesday. Yet many Greeks think the elec-
tions could take place earlier than October and
may even be called to coincide with European and
local elections in May, if not sooner.

Coalition in tatters
Another protest will be held in Athens on Sun-

day against the agreement with Skopje to rename
the country the Republic of North Macedonia.
Main opposition leader Kyriakos Misotakis of the
New Democracy conservatives called Tsipras a
“fortune-hunter” and “cheap demagogue” who
had built a career on lies. “You took power with
lies, managed it with lies, and will leave it will lies,”
Mitsotakis said during the confidence vote debate. 

“You’ve dealt enough damage to the country...
you see your end approaching,” Mitsotakis, who
leads Tsipras in opinion polls, told leftist MPs. The
name-change deal aims to resolve a 27-year
diplomatic dispute, but it broke up Tsipras’ coali-
tion with the nationalist ANEL party at the week-
end, ending their four-year partnership.
Macedonian lawmakers last week approved the
deal, but it will only come into effect if it is also
backed by the Greek parliament.

Alexander the Great’s territory 
Athens has not given a date for the vote on the

Macedonia deal, but Tsipras recently said it would
be before the end of January. The European Union
and NATO have hailed the agreement which
would lift Greek objections to Macedonia joining
both organizations.

The proposal faces resistance in Greece be-
cause of what critics see as the implied claims to
Greek land and cultural heritage. For most
Greeks, Macedonia is the name of their history-
rich northern province made famous by Alexan-
der the Great’s conquests. In many cities in
northern Greece, posters were put up overnight
to urge local lawmakers to vote against the deal.
A number of MPs also said they had received
anonymous threats.

Police made several arrests over the poster in-

cident, and are investigating the threats. ANEL
chief Panos Kammenos, Tsipras’ former coalition
partner, on Wednesday said the name deal should
be put to a referendum. Much will depend on the
stance of small pro-EU party To Potami, whose
position hardened this week after Tsipras poached
one of their lawmakers. “You may have found 151
lawmakers for the confidence vote but you will not
find 151 to back the (Macedonia) deal,” the party’s
parliamentary spokesman Panos Amyras told the
government on Wednesday.—AFP
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ATHENS: Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras addresses the parliament in Athens, on the second day of a two-
day debate on a confidence vote he called after his coalition collapsed in a row over a planned name change
deal with Macedonia. ‚AFP

Mexican 
truckers fight 
highway robbery 
with armored semis
MEXICO CITY: The speeding cars pull alongside a
semi-truck, box it in and force it to a halt. Then the
robbers, firing AK-47s, hijack its cargo and make
their getaway. It seems like something out of Holly-
wood, but it is happening on a daily basis on Mex-
ico’s highways. And the mounting dangers on the
road have fueled a booming new business as the
trucking industry seeks to fight back: welcome to the
world of armored and bullet-proof tractor trailers.

Jorge Coronel is one of those trying to stop these
highway robberies, which have more than doubled in
Mexico since 2015 to more than 30 a day, according
to figures from the trucking industry and the govern-
ment. Coronel runs a company that specializes in
transporting high-value cargo such as electronics,
appliances, pharmaceuticals and luxury clothes.

Many insurance companies operating in Mexico
will no longer protect such shipments unless they
are transported in vehicles capable of withstanding
assault-rifle fire. “It’s a growing niche,” Coronel told

AFP. “It’s expensive. It’s very expensive. But insur-
ance companies are demanding armored equipment
for shipments worth more than a certain amount.”

‘Hand over your cargo’ 
Mexico is caught in the seemingly never-ending

spiral of violent crime driven by its powerful drug car-
tels and other organized gangs. First, the criminals
branched out into fuel theft, which has cost state oil
company Pemex billions of dollars. Now, they are
plaguing the country’s highways. Mexican police re-
ceived 11,425 reports of armed robberies of cargo ve-
hicles in 2017 — or an average of more than 31 a day. 

In 2018, there were 11,062 reports from January
to November — 33 a day. To defend against the
scourge, armored truck companies are coating trac-
tor trailers in steel and putting bullet-proof glass in
the windows. It costs around 550,000 pesos
($27,000) to equip a semi-truck to withstand AK-
47 fire. But for many shipping companies, there is
little choice. A single high-value shipment can be
worth nearly half a million dollars.

The trucking industry estimates it is losing $4.6
billion a year because of violent crime. Coronel has
experienced the consequences firsthand. In 2017,
one of his company’s trucks was transporting a load
of clothing when it lost contact with its escort near
Ecatepec, in a dangerous area outside Mexico City.
His team used remote-control technology to bring
the semi to a stop. —AFP

Nordic 
countries 
cry for kids
OSLO: “Norway needs more children! I don’t think I
need to tell anyone how this is done,” Norway’s prime
minister said cheekily, but she was raising a real con-
cern. Too few babies are being born in the Nordic
region. The Nordic countries were long a bastion of
strong fertility rates on an Old Continent that is rap-
idly getting older. But they are now experiencing a
decline that threatens their cherished welfare model,
which is funded by taxpayers.

“In the coming decades, we will encounter prob-
lems with this model,” Prime Minister Erna Solberg
warned Norwegians in her New Year’s speech.
“There will be fewer young people to bear the in-
creasingly heavy burden of the welfare state.” In
Norway, Finland and Iceland, birth rates dropped to
historic lows in 2017, with 1.49 to 1.71 children born
per woman. Just a few years earlier, their birth rates
hovered close to the 2.1 level required for their pop-
ulations to remain stable.

“In all of the Nordic countries, birth rates started
dropping in the years after the 2008 financial crisis,”
University of Oslo sociologist Trude Lappegard told
AFP. “The crisis is over now but it’s still falling.” From
Copenhagen to the North Cape, from Helsinki to
Reykjavik, demographics across the Nordics reveal

two things: there are fewer large families, and women
are waiting longer before having their first child.

There’s no single explanation, but financial un-
certainty and a sharp rise in housing costs are seen
as likely factors. In the long term, this means there
will be fewer people of working age to pay taxes
that fund the generous state welfare systems.
These systems pay for, among other things,
lengthy parental leaves, which in Sweden can last
up to 480 days.

Paying for pregnancies 
Experts present differing diagnoses and pre-

scriptions to remedy the situation. In Norway, one
economist concerned about the effect the slowing
demographics will have on economic growth has
suggested giving women 500,000 kroner (50,000
euros, $58,550) in pension savings for each child
born. Another has suggested that, on the contrary,
women in Norway who reach the age of 50 without
having had a child should be paid one million kroner,
since children also cost society a lot. 

Finnish municipalities have already decided to
loosen their purse strings to encourage locals to get
busy under the covers. The town of Miehikkala,
home to 2,000 people, is offering 10,000 euros for
each baby born and raised in the municipality. “The
number of childless individuals is growing rapidly,
and the number of women having three or more
children is going down. This kind of fall is unheard
of in modern times in Finland,” said Anna Rotkirch,
a family sociologist at the umbrella organization
Finnish Family Federation. —AFP


